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Admissions to all these courses shall be by an All India Biotechnology Common Entrance Text
(AIBTCET-18) conducted by the Vidyapeeth. The test will be of 1.30 hrs. duration and will have
100 objectives multiple choice questions (MCQs) of 1 mark each. The recommended syllabus for
this test is appended in this brochure as Annexure - I.
It shall be the responsibility of the candidate to ascertain the result of the AIBTCET-18.
If selected, the candidate shall remain present for on-the spot admission, as per the schedule
given in Important Information at a glance. The admission sessions will be conducted at the
office of the Dr. D. Y. Patil Biotechnology & Bioinformatics Institute, Tathawade, Pune - 411 033.
Failure to report for admission on the scheduled date and time shall result in cancellation of the
claim of the candidate to the seat.
Only the candidate and one of his/her parents/guardians shall be allowed into the admission
hall. The candidates shall be called in the order of their ranking in the merit list.
Appearance at the AIBTCET-18 and inclusion of name in the merit list does not necessarily mean
that he/she shall get admission to a course. His/her admission to a course shall depend upon the
availability of seats when his turn comes.
At the time of reporting for admission, the candidate shall produce the documents (original and
two sets of photo copies) as listed in 'List of Documents' on the Vidyapeeth website.
If the candidate is admitted to a course, these documents shall be retained by the Vidyapeeth. If
the candidate fails to produce any of the documents listed in 'List of Documents' on the
Vidyapeeth website, his/her claim for admission shall stand forfeited.
The selected candidate is required to pay the entire amount of fees shown in the Fee Structure
on the day of counseling and on-the-spot admission itself. In case the candidate fails to pay the
entire amount of fees, he/she may loose his/her claim for admission to that seat.
If any candidate finds it impossible to be physically present for the admission session due to any
unavoidable circumstances, he/she may authorize any other responsible individual to represent
him/her for admission session. This representative must carry with him/her the Letter of
Authorization for representation in the format given on the Vidyapeeth website as well as all the
documents mentioned above. If the candidate or his/her representative fails to report for the
admission session, on the date and time mentioned in important information at a glance, his/her
claim for admission to the respective course shall stand forfeited.
Admissions made at the admission sessions are provisional. These will be confirmed after
verification of eligibility by the Vidyapeeth.

